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The methods and the experimental technique for investigating desorption stimulated by
electronic excitations (DSEE) under electron and photon irradiation of the surface of a solid are
described. The most general experimental results of DSEE research on adsorption systems with
different kinds of bonding are systematized. The basic DSEE models involving single- and multi-
electron excitations are discussed as well as the effect on the characteristics of DSEE of relaxation
of excitations as a particle is moved away from the surface. Various applications of methods based
on DSEE for studying the condition of the surface of a solid and the processes occurring on it are
described. The prospects of predicting stability under irradiation of adsorption systems and film
coverings when their electronic subsystem is excited are discussed.

1. Introduction. Irradiation of the surface of a solid with
electrons or photons can be accompanied by desorption of
charged and neutral particles: positive and negative ions,
atoms and molecules in the ground and in excited states.
Desorption can both result from thermal heating of the sur-
face of the solid by the irradiation flux or from direct transfer
of the potential energy of electronic excitation into the kinet-
ic energy of the desorbed particles. Below we shall discuss
only desorption directly stimulated by electronic excitations
(DSEE). Ever-growing attention has been paid to the latter
in recent years.1'2 This involves the need to understand the
mechanism of this phenomenon to solve many fundamental
problems of physics and chemistry of surfaces, and also the
important role, often negative, that DSEE plays in modern
technology and in the development of quantitative methods
of surface analysis.

The DSEE phenomenon is observed in many electrova-
cuum instruments that use electron and photon fluxes. Here
it is often difficult to distinguish their contribution to de-
sorption, since the irradiation of the surface of a solid with
electrons can yield photons and vice versa. In particular,
DSEE can elevate the pressure of the residual gases in vacu-
um devices, e. g., contaminate the hydrogen plasma in ther-
monuclear reactors, lead to erroneous pressure measure-
ments by ionization manometers, give rise to false peaks in
mass spectra, initiate vacuum breakdown, increase the num-
ber of multielectron scintillations in electrooptical con-
verters, increase the degradation of various electron emit-
ters, etc.3'6 DSEE can substantially alter the composition of
a solid surface when one irradiates with electrons or photons
to analyze it, as happens in the currently most widely em-
ployed methods of electron spectroscopy, electron micros-
copy, and electron diffraction.7'8 Accordingly, one must
bear this phenomenon in mind to use these methods correct-
ly. Excitation of the electronic subsystem of the surface can
arise from laser action, ion bombardment, and even in the
process of mechanical failure of the solid. Hence DSEE can
play an important role in the erosion of surfaces in these
processes.9'10 In particular, DSEE can cause degradation of
mirrors in laser optics9 and ion emission in secondary-ion
mass spectrometry.10

On the other hand, DSEE is a direct method of diagnos-
tics of radiation stability of solid surfaces upon excitation of
their electronic subsystems. Understanding of the nature of

this phenomenon can facilitate elucidation of the mecha-
nism of defect formation in the bulk of a solid upon decay of
electronic excitations and can correspondingly indicate the
pathway for improving the radiation stability of materi-
als.11"13 Very importantly, one can obtain by DSEE direct
information on the parameters of motion of desorbing parti-
cles, which is extremely important for reconstructing the
repulsive potentials and their relaxation from the experi-
mental data.

Since the mechanism of DSEE involves electronic tran-
sitions at the surface, study of DSEE is necessary for the
further development of the theory of chemisorption and he-
terogeneous catalysis—phenomena caused by the redis-
tribution of electron density between the adsorbed particles
and the surface of the adsorbent.14"17

One must also know the laws of DSEE for developing
the scientific bases of electron and x-ray lithography—very
important processes in modern microelectronics.8'18'19

Already today the methods of surface analysis based on
DSEE enable one to obtain unique information on the direc-
tion of binding of adsorbed particles to a surface, on the
geometric structure of adsorbed molecules, and lifetimes of
electronic excitations at a surface.18"21 We should especially
note that these methods are the most "surface-oriented" of
all the methods of surface diagnostics, since they allow ana-
lyzing the particles solely in the upper monoatomic layer.

Although DSEE studies have already been conducted
over several decades, only in recent years has considerable
progress been made in understanding the mechanism of this
phenomenon. It is based on the electronic excitation of the
adsorption bond corresponding to a repulsive redistribution
of the electron density between the adsorbed particle and the
surface. The limiting stage of desorption is the relaxation of
the electronic excitation, which can return the particle being
desorbed to the surface.

A considerable number of reviews has been devoted to
the DSEE phenomenon.14'22-25 Therefore we shall pay the
major attention in this review to the studies of greatest sig-
nificance, as we see it, for understanding the mechanism of
DSEE, and for applying DSEE to study various processes at
a surface, as well as to studies that have appeared after the
publication of the most recent reviews.
2. Experimental technique and methods of study. Two funda-
mental possibilities exist for studying DSEE: 1) direct re-
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cording of desorbed particles; 2) detection of changes in any
surface properties in the process of irradiation: work func-
tion,26'27 escape of ions in DSEE,28"30 magnitude of Auger
peaks,7'3'~33 and intensity of reflections in the low-energy
electron diffraction pattern.34 Naturally the former possibil-
ity is the more promising, since it enables one to study direct-
ly the properties of the desorbing particles. However, owing
to the smallness of DSEE cross sections, to realize it one
requires a rather complicated special apparatus that enables
measuring small ion currents. The latter possibility, al-
though experimentally realized considerably more simply,
does not allow gaining unequivocal information on DSEE,
since the properties of the surface can change upon irradia-
tion, not only owing to desorption of particles, but also
owing to dissociation of adsorbed molecules,35 disordering
of the adsorbed layer,36 and transition of particles into new
adsorbed states.23

However, if we can neglect these processes and the de-
sorption cross section Q does not depend on the concentra-
tion of adsorbed particles, then one can find the magnitude
of Q from the dependence of the change in magnitude of any
characteristic /? of the desorbed layer on the time t of irradia-
tion of the surface with the flux v according to the relation-
ship

\n0= -vQt.

2.1. Methods of measuring the ion component of DSEE.
Let us discuss the methods of direct measurement. The sim-
plest way to study the desorption of positive ions involves
using a hemispherical energy analyzer with a retarding elec-
tric field,28'37'38 which allows one to measure the energy dis-
tributions of the desorbed ions, to cut off the electrons scat-
tered by the target, and the ions formed as a result of
ionization of the gas in the volume of the device. Mass analy-
sis of the desorbed ions is usually performed with mass spec-
trometers. To measure the positive ions one uses sector mag-
netic static mass spectrometers,39'40 quadrupole mass
analyzers,41'42 and time-of-flight mass spectroscopes,3'43'44

and to detect negative ions—sector magnetic static mass
spectrometers,45-46 and quadrupole mass spectrometers.47'48

Mass spectrometers possess high sensitivity, especially in the
single-ion-counting regime. However, owing to the narrow
entrance angle of the ions into the mass spectrometer and the
loss of ions in passing through the mass spectrometer, the
measurement of the absolute desorption cross sections using
them involves considerable difficulties. Time-of-flight mass
spectrometers are especially convenient when one must si-
multaneously measure ions over a broad range of masses,
and quadrupole mass spectrometers in analyzing ions over a
broad range of energies. To analyze ions both in mass and in
energy, and also to determine the absolute yield of ions, it is
convenient to combine mass spectrometers with hemispheri-
cal energy analyzers having a retarding electric field.49'50

Figure 1 shows a diagram of such an instrument.50 A small
fraction of the ion current through the aperture in the ion
collector passes into the mass analyzer and is analyzed for
mass. If a ribbon is used as the target, then to improve the
homogeneity of the retarding electric field one can use a se-
micylindrical system of electrodes. This improves the reso-
lution of the analyzer in the normal component of the energy
(in the plane perpendicular to the axis of the cylinders).
However, it yields no information on the tangential compo-

FIG. 1. Diagram of a mass spectrometer combined with a retarding elec-
tric field.50 /—target, 2-4—grids, 5—ion collector, 6—shield, 7—qua-
drupole mass spectrometer, 8—electron gun.

nent along the ribbon.5'
To analyze the ions in energy, dispersive energy analyz-

ers have been used, in particular, of the cylindrical-mirror
type,52 which have a high resolution and sensitivity. How-
ever, in using such analyzers it is difficult to determine the
absolute yield of ions. In certain studies the energy analysis
of ions using an energy analyzer with a cylindrical mirror
has been combined either with ion analysis in a magnetic
field,53 or with ion analysis by time of flight,54 which enabled
obtaining data on the mass of the ions.

In analyzing the energy distribution of the ions, one
must take account of the contact potential difference
between the target and the electrode retarding the ions or the
entrance slit of the energy analyzer, as well as the inhomoge-
neity of their surfaces with respect to work function. The
contact potential difference leads to a shift in the energy
distribution in the energy scale, while inhomogeneity of the
surface of the electrodes with respect to work function can
alter the form of the energy distribution in the low-energy
region.21

Uniform irradiation of the surface with electrons and
photons is important. Inhomogeneityof the intensity of irra-
diation over the surface of the target can lead to complex
hinetic dependences of the desorption, to false estimates of
the cross sections, and in particular, to an apparent depen-
dence of the cross sections on the concentration of the ad-
sorbed particles.55'56 Additional difficulties arise in studying
photostimulated desorption (PSD), which it is convenient
to excite with synchrotron radiation, as this enables one to
obtain intense photon fluxes with smoothly varying quan-
tum energy. In the region of the PSD threshold one must
take account of the possible excitation of desorption involv-
ing harmonics of the fundamental frequency of the radi-
ation, which are usually present in the fluxes at the output of
the monochromator.57 When measuring the ion yield as a
function of the photon energy one must know the depen-
dence of the intensity of the photon flux on the photon ener-
gy. Special methods have been developed to take these ef-
fects into account.58

The angular distributions of the ions in DSEE can be
obtained either by amplifying the ion fluxes with microchan-
nel plates and visualizing the spatial distribution of the ion
currents on a fluorescent screen59 or by measuring the spa-
tial distribution of the ion currents by using ion detectors
movable with respect to the specimen and having a narrow
entrance aperture,60'61 or conversely, by rotating the speci-
men along with the irradiation source with respect to the
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detector.62 The chief advantage of an apparatus of the latter
type is its ability to measure the relative intensities of the ion
currents as a function of angle, to increase the signal/noise
ratio by using a stroboscopic technique, and also to deter-
mine the mass and energy of the desorbed ions by using mass
spectrometers and energy analyzers as the ion detectors.

Moreover, in this variant of the measurements one need
not compress the pattern of angular distributions, as is done
in the former variant, at large polar angles of desorption
owing to the limited dimensions of microchennel plates.
However, the use of this technique requires considerable
time for obtaining the pattern of angular distributions of the
ions. Large irradiation times of the target can alter the state
of the adsorbed layer during the time of experiment There-
fore it is desirable to compare the angular distributions ob-
tained by both methods.

2.2 Direct measurements of DSEE of neutral particles
face considerable difficulties. Therefore correctly done stud-
ies of the neutral component of DSEE have appeared only in
recent years. This involves the fact that, although the DSEE
cross sections of neutral particles exceed those of ions by
factors of tens or more, to record neutrals one must first
ionize or excite them, whereas the probability of these pro-
cesses amounts to ~ 10~4. Correspondingly, the sensitivity
of a recording instrument for neutrals must be at least 103

times greater than for ions. Moreover, in studying DSEE of
neutral particles the problem arises especially sharply of ex-
cluding thermodesorption occasioned by the extra heating of
the surface by the flux of exciting radiation.

In the case of DSEE of ions, as a rule, thermodesorption
does not contribute substantially to the ion currents, since
the surface ionization of even the alkali metals requires heat-
ing the surface to several hundred degrees.63 However, ther-
modesorption of neutral particles can occur at an apprecia-
ble rate upon raising the temperature of the substrate by
several tens of degrees. Therefore the power of the exciting
radiation must be as small as possible. Naturally this reduces
the sensitivity of recording the DSEE of neutrals.

Usually one uses various temperature transducers to
monitor the constancy of the surface temperature, e.g., ther-
mocouples. However, owing to the presence of a tempera-
ture gradient over the surface of the specimen and the lag in
establishing it, such monitoring is not effective enough. One
can decide more reliably on the influence of surface heating
by the irradiating flux on the DSEE from the kinetic depen-
dences of the desorbed flux of neutrals64 or from their energy
and angular distributions.62'65-66

The methods used for recording neutrals can be classi-
fied into two groups; 1) those based on ionizing the particles;
2) those based on recording the excitation of the neutral
particles.

The most widely employed method of ionizing the neu-
tral particles in DSEE is ionization by electron impact in the
ion sources of mass spectrometers62'65"73 having the targets
arranged in their direct-view region. Owing to the narrow
input aperture of the ion sources, one can rotate the target
and the source for irradiating the surface to study with mass
spectrometers the angular distributions of the desorbed neu-
trals,62'66 while measuring the time of flight of the neutrals
from the target to the ion source to study their energy distri-
butions.65'66-73 To distinguish the signal of the neutrals in
DSEE from the background of particles of residual gas hav-

ing the same mass-charge ratio, one can use amplitude mod-
ulation of the irradiating flux with synchronous detection of
the signal at the output of the mass spectrometer.62-65-67'69-71

To record radicals it is important to establish a single-flight
recording regime, since radicals can interact with the gas
adsorbed on the inner walls to cause an increase in pressure.
To diminish this effect it has proved useful to use a special
glass chamber in the region of the source of the mass
spectrometer.62-65"67 The lack of measures to suppress this
effect in the early studies could have had the effect that the
pressure increase observed there in DSEE might result from
secondary processes.6-74-75 The chief defect of this method of
recording neutrals is its relatively low sensitivity owing to
the small probability of ionization of the particles by elec-
trons in the gas phase.

One can substantially increase the sensitivity of record-
ing (up to a factor of 104) by using detectors based on sur-
face ionization to ionize the neutrals.64 A defect of this meth-
od of ionization is its selectivity, since high efficiency of
ionization is attained only for substances having a low ioni-
zation potential, such as, e.g., the alkali and alkaline-earth
metals and their compounds, and also substances with high
electron affinities such as, e.g., the halogens.76

The ionization of neutrals can be performed with a la-
ser. In this case one can obtain information on the rotational
states of the desorbed molecules and on their kinetic ener-
gy.77"79 Upon taking into account the resonance character of
photon ionization and the large intensity of laser radiation,
we can assume that this method of ionization will prove in
the future to be highly effective and will allow obtaining
unique information on the state of the desorbed neutrals.

If the neutrals leave the surface in the excited state, then
they can be detected by monitoring the current of electrons
ejected from a collector38-80"84 or the spontaneous radiation
accompanying their deexcitation.85"93

A defect of the former method is the uncertainty of the
chemical nature of the detected neutrals and the impossibi-
lity of detecting neutrals having an excitation energy lower
than the work function of the collector. Moreover, in this
method complications arise in interpreting the data since
one must take account of the contribution to the electron
current to the collector made by the photoelectrons.80"82

In the latter method one can decide on the nature of the
neutrals by noting the character of the spontaneous-emis-
sion spectrum. Three types of spectra are observed: discrete
lines of free atoms, broader lines of free molecules, and the
continuous luminescence of solids. The position of the spec-
tral lines allows one to identify the chemical nature of the
desorbed particles. The spectral dependence of the emission
intensity is studied by using monochromators. Here, to di-
minish the contribution of radiation from the solid85-86-91

and to diminish the Doppler broadening of the lines,88'90 the
radiation is collected at a glancing angle to the surface of the
target. The intensity of the radiation depends on the distance
from the surface of the target, with this dependence being
determined by the relationship between the velocity of the
particles and their lifetimes in the excited state.90-92-93 Anal-
ysis of the spectra of excited molecules enables one to deter-
mine the contributions of rotational and vibrational excita-
tions to the excitation energy of the molecules.92'93 The
defects of this method of detecting neutrals include the diffi-
culties of determining the absolute values of the desorption
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FIG. 2. Diagram of the detection of fluorescence caused by laser irradia-
tion in the measurement of the yield of sodium neutrals in the ground
state.94 /—specimen, 2—laser, 3—lenses of the optical system, 4—dif-
fraction monochromator, 5—photomultiplier, 6—beam of electrons (or
photons), 7—laser beam, 8—flux of desorbed sodium neutrals.

cross sections of the excited particles, as well as the limita-
tion of the range of excitation energies and lifetimes of the
excited particles in which they can be detected.

If the neutrals are desorbed in the ground state, then
they can be excited with a laser and then detected by the
fluorescence of the excited particles, analogously to the way
in which this is done in desorption of excited neutrals.87"91'94

Since there are considerably fewer excited neutrals in DSEE
than neutrals in the ground state,89"91 we can neglect the
contribution to the fluorescence intensity from desorbed ex-
cited neutrals. If the laser radiation is directed parallel to the
plane of the target, then fluorescence will occur at the emis-
sion frequency of the laser (Fig. 2), and thus one can deter-
mine the relative yield of neutrals as a function of the state of
the target and the parameters of the radiation acting on it.

If one directs the laser radiation along the beam of de-
sorbed neutrals (Fig. 3), e.g., from the back side of a trans-
parent target, then the Doppler effect will influence the flu-
orescence radiation of photons. This allows one to study the
velocity distribution of the desorbed neutrals.94 To record
the fluorescence one usually employs photomultipliers,
while to increase the signal-to-noise ratio one modulates the
radiation exciting the target and synchronously detects the
signal at the output of the photomultiplier.88'90'94

FIG. 3. Diagram of the detection of fluorescence caused by laser irradia-
tion in measuring the velocities of sodium neutrals.89 /—beam of elec-
trons (or photons), 2—specimen, 3—specimen holder, 4—focusing op-
tics, 5—entrance slit of monochromator, 6—laser beam, 7—etalon cell for
tuning the laser frequency.
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3. Fundamental experimental laws of DSEE. DSEE has
been observed from surfaces with different types of binding
between the particles: van der Waals,6-34-72'95"97 cova-
lent)15,16,98-.01 and iomc 15,40,70,90, 101-103 DSEE flas nQt begn

observed in the case of metallic bonding.64 The following
positive atomic and molecular ions have been detected:
Q+ 14,23 TT+ 14,23 p+ 41,103-105 Q + 57,103,106 (~'c+ 40

XT + 95,99 £>+ 95,1 10 pij-v •+ 111

09, F+ V03 and the negative
atomic ions cr,45"48'1 M H-,45'46'174 and neutral particles of
CO)62,65-67,79 tf.p62.6S ^62,65 tfQWl-19 Cs>40,64

Na,40'89-90'94 Li,2 ''87'90 Xe, ' 15 Kr,72 and also the excited parti-
cles CO*,79'81-84 H*,73'88 OH*,91-93 Li*,85'90'"6 and
Na* 85,90,116

The quantitative characteristics of DSEE, and some-
times also the qualitative dependences, depend substantially
on the type of bonding of the particles to the surface and on
the individual features of the desorbed particles. However,
nevertheless, we can distinguish certain general laws of
DSEE:

1. The magnitudes of the fluxes of desorbed particles are
proportional to the flux of exciting radiation.39'"6

2. The cross sections for DSEE are small in comparison
with the ionization cross sections of the corresponding parti-
cles in the gas phase,14'23 and they increase with decreasing
binding energy of the particles with the surface. The DSEE
cross section of neutrals lies in the range from 10~~16

cm2 23'14 to 10~22 cm2, 64-"7 while that for ions lies from
10-1 0cm2 1 4tolO-2 5cm2.4 0

3. The yield of ions in DSEE usually does not exceed one
percent of the yield of neutrals.14'15-23'40-66'88'101

4. The yield of excited neutrals is smaller by a factor of
102-103 than the yield of neutrals in the ground state.

5. The dependence of the DSEE yield on the energy of
the exciting radiation has distinct thresholds in the energy
region from 5 eV68 to 32 eV.86

In certain cases characteristic features appear in these
relationships that correspond to the excitation energy of
core levels of the atoms, which are usually manifested better
in photon than in electron stimulation of desorption (Fig.
4) 112,118 y^e desorption of doubly charged ions occurs at
energies exceeding the ionization energy of the core levels. 103

26 34 E,eV 18
1 I 1 1 L

26 3<t

FIG. 4. Dependence of the yield of electron-stimulated ( / ) and photosti-
mulated (2) desorption of ions of hydrogen, hydroxyl, and fluorine from
the surface of TiO2 on the energy of the electrons and photons in the
threshold region.43
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FIG. 5. Dependence of the DSEE yield of neutrals and ions from the CO/
W adsorption system on the energy of the exciting particles in the thresh-
old region."

6. For systems with a covalent type of bonding, the
thresholds for appearance of neutrals usually lie in the ener-
gy region of excitation of the valence electrons and below the
value of the thresholds for appearance of ions (Fig. 5)." The
energy dependences of the ion yield can manifest features
corresponding to ionization of core levels119'120 (Fig. 6) and
multielectron excitations16 (Fig. 7).

7. For systems with an ionic type of bonding, the fea-
tures on the energy dependences of DSEE of ions and neu-
trals of the same chemical nature (Fig. 8)21.40,41,86,94,106-108
usually coincide and correspond to the ionization energies of
core levels.

8. The desorption cross-sections of neutrals within the
limits of a monolayer do not depend on the concentration of
the adsorbed particles,40'64'72 while the desorption cross sec-
tions of ions with coverings greater than half a monolayer
gradually increase with increasing coverage (Fig. 9).21>4°

9. Ions have a broad energy distribution reaching sever-
al ev,15'47'73'106 while the energy of neutrals in the ground
state does not exceed 1 ev.66'77'88'121 The excitation energies
of neutrals are close in magnitude to the energies of
jons 66,73,84,90

10. With increasing surface temperature, the ion yield
in systems with ionic bonding either does not depend on the
temperature, or declines,122 while in systems with covalent
bonding it increases (Fig. 10).29'47 The yield of neutrals in
the ground state increases,34'89 while the yield of excited neu-
trals declines with increasing temperature of the sub-
strate.88'89

11. For ions one can observe a sharp anisotropy of the
angular distributions that reflects the symmetry of the ar-

550 F,eV BOO

FIG. 7. Ion yield in the photostimulated desorption from an adlayer of CO
on Ru (001) as a function of the photon energy near the Is level of oxy-
gen.16

rangement of the adatoms with respect to the atoms of the
substrate,24'123'124 and the directionality of the adsorptive
intramolecular bonds of the particles to the surface.18'19-24

Here the range of escape of the ions in a certain cone of
emission is considerably smaller than for neutrals in the
ground state. In turn the latter is considerably narrower
than for thermally desorbed particles.16'66 The angular dis-
tributions of excited neutrals resemble those of ions.16'83

12. For positive21'47'125'126 and negative47 ions a consid-
erable isotope effect exists, consisting in an increase in the
desorption cross-section of the light isotope as compared
with the heavy one. There is no isotope effect for neu-
trals.21-127

13. The thresholds for appearance of ions and their an-
gular and energy distributions coincide for desorption sti-
mulated by electrons and photons.43'57'106

4. The mechanism of DSEE. The direct transfer of ki-
netic energy to an adsorbed particle by an electron, and a
fortiori by a photon, in an elastic collision at not too great
energies cannot lead to desorption of the former owing to the
great difference of masses of the colliding particles. The de-
sorption of particles upon irradiating a surface with elec-

500 WOO

FIG. 6. Dependence on the electron energy of the currents of CO"*
O+ ions in DSEE from an adlayer of carbon monoxide.'"

02s

50

E,eV

WO

FIG. 8. Dependences of the ion currents and atom fluxes of lithium, sodi-
and urn, and cesium in DSEE from oxidized tungsten on the electron ener-

gy.21'40
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FIG. 9. Dependences of the yield of lithium and sodium ions ( / ) and of
lithium atoms (2) in DSEE from oxidized tungsten on the surface concen-
tration of the alkali metal.21

irons and with photons has many common rules43'57-106 and
results from excitation of the electrons that give rise to the
adsorptive bonding. We can arbitrarily divide the desorption
process into the following stages: initial electronic excita-
tion, redistribution of electron density between the adsorbed
particle and the surface, and displacement of the adsorbed
particle owing to the evolution of the nonequilibrium state of
the system, which can lead to desorption or return of the
particle to the surface.

In this approach to describing desorption, various
mechanisms remain outside the bounds of discussion, based
on statistical models of the redistribution of the vibrational
degrees of freedom among the particles forming the adsorp-
tion complex.

The initial electronic excitation can result either from
direct excitation of the valence electrons in the Franck-Con-
don region,26"28 or from ionization of the core levels with
subsequent Auger decay.128'129

4.1. Single-electron excitations. The first consistent
model of DSEE was based on a one-dimensional quasiclassi-
cal treatment analogous to the description of the process of
dissociative ionization of molecules in the gas phase.26'28

However, for molecules in the gas phase an electronic excita-
tion can have a long lifetime sufficient for dissociation, while
at the surface of a solid electronic excitations are absorbed by
the solid. Therefore the desorption cross section has the
form

Q=QJ>, (4.1)

w

FIG. 10. Dependence on the reciprocal temperature29 of the magnitudes
of the maxima of the initial regions of the kinetic curves of the O+ ion
current in DSEE from an adlayer of oxygen on tungsten.

FIG. 11. Diagram of the potential energy of a metal-adsorbate system:
(M + A)—bound state; (M + A)"—antibonding state; and
(M~ + A+)—ionic state. The arrows indicate some of the possible tran-
sitions.

Here Qe is the cross section for primary electronic excitation
with account taken of the redistribution of electron density
between the particle and the surface, and P is the probability
of escape of the particle from the surface. The primary irra-
diation of the surface can cause a transition of the adsorbed
particle-surface system from the ground state (M + A) to
the ionic state (M~ + A+), or to the antibonding state
(M + A)a in the Franck-Condon region (Fig. 11). The
cross section of this process is comparable with those for
analogous processes in the gas phase. The transition of the
particles to the steep repulsive branches of the potential
curves owing to electronic excitation leads to removal of the
particles from the surface. In order that the particle might
leave the surface as an ion, the minimal energy E of elec-
tronic excitation must be

£<:==£„+/. (4.2)

Here Ea is the energy of bonding of the particle with the
surface and /is the ionization potential. If an electron of the
adsorbed particle undergoes a transition to the Fermi level
and its energy is transferred into the excitation energy of the
system, then E, is diminished by this amount.

In the process of leaving the surface the ions can capture
electrons owing to resonance tunneling from the conduction
band of the metal and Auger neutralization. The probability
of desorption of an ion can be written in the form:

v (x) t (x)
(4.3)

Here x0 is the equilibrium distance of the adparticle from the
surface; v(x) is the velocity of the ion at the point x, and T
X ( x ) = TO exp ( — ax) is the lifetime of the ion at the dis-
tance x from the surface. If the kinetic energy of the ion at the
instant of neutralization is greater than the energy of attrac-
tion of a particle in the ground state, i.e., the ion has passed
through a certain critical distance xk from the surface, then
desorption of neutral particles will occur with the probabili-
ty

(4.4)
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Comparison of (4.3) and (4.4) implies that P + < P. Hence,
for identical excitation cross sections Qc, the cross section
Q + for desorption of ions must be less than that of neutrals
Q. Since P, P + < 1, then Q + and Q must be smaller than the
cross sections of ionization of molecules by electrons and
photons in the gas phase Qt zz 10~16 cm2. Actually the quan-
tities (? and g + lie in the range 10~17-10~24cm2,andtheion
yield in DSEE is smaller than the yield of neutrals.14>25'130

The very small cross sections of DSEE for metal-film sys-
tems are explained by the complete collectivization of the
electrons in such systems, and correspondingly, by the small
lifetimes of excited states.

The expressions (4.3) and (4.4) give rise to a strong
dependence of the cross sections Q + and Q on the equilibri-
um distance x0 of adsorbed particles from the surface, which
determines the efficiency of electron exchange and the rate
of escape of the ion from the surface. For Q + such a depend-
ence is qualitatively implied by the experimental data.3'26

However, for Q no substantial dependence on x0 has been
found.21'130 Since x0 can appreciably increase with increas-
ing temperature upon excitation of vibrational transitions in
the adsorbate-substrate system owing to the anharmonicity
of the interaction potential and to changes in the density of
the distribution of particles in the potential well, the cross
sections Q + and Q should increase with increasing tempera-
ture of the substrate.5' Such an effect has been observed for a
number of adsorption systems for the desorption of
ions.51.131

The model predicts broad energy distributions of the
escaping ions and neutrals (of the order of several eV) owing
to transitions of the adsorbed particles to the steep repulsive
branches of the ion potential curves53:

(4.5)

Here / is the ion current, ie is the electron current, E is the
kinetic energy of the ions, and i^(x(E)) is the vibrational
wave function of the adatom. Broad energy distributions for
ions with a maximum have been observed experimental-
ly.26'28'29'53 However, these studies did not take into account
the inhomogeneity of the electrodes of the energy analyzers
with respect to work function, which can substantially dis-
tort the form of the distributions, especially in the low-ener-
gy region. For neutrals the energies proved to be consider-
ably smaller and the extent of the distributions did not
exceed several tens of eV.65-121 This is difficult to explain if
the main process of formation of neutrals is the neutraliza-
tion of ions. Since v(x) ~m1/2, where m is the mass of the
desorbed particles, Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) imply the existence
of a considerable isotope effect for DSEE, yet smaller for
neutrals than for ions. An isotope effect has been found for
the ions of the noble gases,34'72 hydrogen,125 oxygen,127 and
lithium.126 However, for atoms of the isotopes of oxygen127

and for atoms of the alkali metals21 no dependence of the
cross sections on the mass of the particles was found.

To describe the angular dependences of DSEE within
the framework of the given model, it is assumed that the
initial direction of escape of the particles coincides with the
direction of the ground state of the chemical bond of the
adparticle with the surface or with that of an intramolecular
bond in the adsorbed molecule,132 while the width of their
cone of emission is determined by the vibrational wave func-

tion of the particle at the surface.133 In the desorption of ions
from the surface of a metal, their trajectory of motion can be
influenced by the image potential,134'135 and the form of the
angular distributions—also by the neutralization of the ions
by electrons of the metal136 and the microrelief of the sur-
face.

In the simplest case of a plane surface and without tak-
ing account of the real repulsive term, it has been shown that
the image potential increases the polar angle © of desorption
of an ion, and does not alter the magnitude of the azimuthal
angle134:

cos 6 = cos 9n • i + (4.6)

Here 00 is the initial angle of desorption, V-, is the image
potential at the equilibrium distance (*0) of the ion from the
surface, and E is the kinetic energy of the desorbed ion. This
implies that a critical polar angle 0k exists of the initial incli-
nation of the bond of the particle with the surface:

6K = arccos
E-V,

(4.7)

Exceeding this angle makes the escape of ions from the sur-
face impossible.134'137 The rate of neutralization declines ex-
ponentially with increasing distance of the ion from the sur-
face of the metal. Correspondingly, the role of the
neutralization process is greater for ions escaping with larger
polar angles. Therefore the recorded angular distributions of
ions are shifted toward smaller polar angles.138 Consequent-
ly the image potential and the neutralization of ions at the
surface of the metal influence in opposite directions the mag-
nitude of the polar angle of the angular distribution of ions so
as to compensate each other's action (Fig. 12).136

The influence of the image potential on the angular dis-
tribution of DSEE has been qualitatively confirmed by the
observed increase in the kinetic energy of H+ ions from the
(110) face of Ft (from a condensed layer of water) from the
center of the cone of emission to its border,73 and also by the
change in the yield of ions from adsorbed layers of molecules
upon introducing electropositive impurities into the layer,
which altered the angle of inclination of the molecules to the
surface of the metal.139 Also the broader angular distribu-
tions of neutrals as compared with ions are evidence favoring
this effect.66

An influence of the neutralization of escaping ions on
the form of the angular dependences of the ions and excited
neutrals has been found experimentally in the existence of an

w -
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FIG. 12. Effect of the potential of the image forces (7) and of processes of
neutralization of ions at the surface (2) on the angular distribution of
DSEE ions as functions of the initial angle of desorption.'36 6f—mea-
sured angle of desorption.
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azimuthal asymmetry of the cone of emission of CO+ and
CO* in desorption from the (110) face of Ni.83J4° The ex-
tended character of the contour of the emission spot along
the densely packed rows of atoms is explained by the depen-
dence of the rate of neutralization on the atomic relief of the
surface.141

Thus the model qualitatively explains the fundamental
experimental data for ions, although quantitative estimates
are made difficult by the complexity of the quantitative de-
scription of the T = T(X) relationship. However, not even
qualitative agreement with experiment exists for neutrals.
We can improve the agreement in the latter case if we assume
that the main pathway of formation of neutrals is the excita-
tion of the adsorption system into an antibonding state. Be-
sides, a quantum-mechanical description of DSEE processes
within the framework of the given model in the adiabatic
Born-Oppenheimer approximation142 with account taken of
the nonadiabatic corrections143 leads precisely to this con-
clusion. Application of scattering theory to DSEE for parti-
cles of large masses yields an expression for the desorption
cross sections of ions analogous to those obtained in the se-
miclassical treatment.26"8 The fundamental difference in
the conclusions between the semiclassical and the quantum-
mechanical treatments is reduced to the small probability of
tunneling of electrons from the metal to the escaping ion,
although taking account of the nonadiabatic corrections
leads to a probability of desorption of neutralized ions differ-
ent from zero.143

Calculations performed by using the quantum formal-
ism for the desorption of hydrogen and oxygen from tung-
sten showed that taking account of quantum effects in the
escape of particles from the surface can lead to a decrease in
the probability of escape of particles by several orders of
magnitude as compared with the semiclassical treatment.l44

A more complete quantum-mechanical treatment that
takes account of the nonresonance and resonance energy
transfer from the excited adparticle to the metal leads to the
conclusion that situations can happen in which the neutral-
ization of ions can also lead to the desorption of neutrals, and
not only to their capture into the ground state.I4S

However, the described model of DSEE does not take
into account two important circumstances: the very small
lifetimes of single-electron excitations ( ~ 1 0 ~ l h s) at the
surface of metals as compared with the times needed for es-
cape of particles from the surface ( ~ 10" l4 s), and the con-
siderably smaller dimensions of the radii of the positive ions
as compared with those of the corresponding atoms. In this
regard the hypothesis has been advanced that the desorption
of neutrals involves the excitation of the adsorbed particles
into the ionic state, while the desorption of ions involves
excitation of the adsorbed particles into the excited ionic
state.146

In both cases the ions formed upon ionization of ad-
sorbed particles move toward the surface of the metal under
the action of the mirror-image forces (Fig. 13). As a result of
neutralization the ions can undergo transition to the repul-
sive branch of the potential curve of the ground state. If their
energy at the instant of neutralization is greater than the
binding energy to the surface, i.e., the ion has passed through
a certain critical distance toward the surface necessary to
attain sufficient kinetic energy, then desorption of neutral
particles should be observed. In the opposite case the parti-

FIG. 13. Diagram of the potential
energy of a metal-adsorbate system
with account taken of the change in
the radius of the ions as compared
wi th the atoms.14" (M + A)—
ground state. (M + A 1 ) — i o n -
ized state. (M + A ' )*—excited
ionized state.

M + A

cles again return to the ground state. Desorption of ions re-
quires two successive tenneling transitions of electrons. The
first converts the excited ion to a repulsive term of the
ground state, and the second—to the ground state of the ion.
If the energy of the neutralized atom is greater than the ioni-
zation potential of the atom, then desorption can occur after
a repeated ionization. If this energy is less than the ioniza-
tion potential, then the excited ionic state can lead to desorp-
tion of only neutral particles. Since the magnitude of the
displacement of the excited particles depends on their veloc-
ity and correspondingly on their mass, the model predicts
the existence of an isotope effect for DSEE. This effect
should be smaller for neutrals than for ions, yet larger for
ions than in the previous model, owing to the need for two
successive tunneling transitions of electrons for their desorp-
tion.

Depending on the scheme of desorption (motion of the
desorbed ion away from the surface or displacement toward
the surface with subsequent escape'4f'), the magnitude of the
isotope effect differs. Under the condition of repeated charge
transfer it has the form147

(4.8)
+ (mi)

in contrast to a = 1 — (8/2 )Fm\r~, as is implied by Refs. 26
and 28. Here we have <5 = (m2 — m ^ ) / m } , while
F = F(T(X),V(X) ) is a function that depends on the rate of
tunneling of an electron between the escaping particle and
the substrate and on the concrete form of the terms of the
ground and excited states of the system, which determine the
velocity of displacement of the particle. The magnitude of
the isotope effect substantially depends on the parameters of
the process limiting desorption and on the course of the po-
tential curves in the region active with respect to charge
transfer. Therefore, for systems in which the charge-transfer
process is the fundamental process limiting desorption, mea-
surement of the magnitude of the isotope effect can facilitate
refining the scheme of desorption and the parameters of neu-
tralization. There is as yet no quantum-mechanical version
of such a scheme of desorption. The presented semiclassical
scheme does not take account of the broadening of the elec-
tronic levels of the adatoms near the surface of the metal,16

which can lead to crossing of levels of excited states and also
possible energy losses by ions upon reflection from the sur-
face.

The discussed approach to describing DSEE includes as
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the primary process one-electron excitation of the adsorp-
tive bond, which alters the valence electrons of the adatom in
the ground state. However, the lifetimes of such excitations
are short owing to the strong electronic exchange of the par-
ticle with the surface of the metal. Apparently, actually such
a mechanism of DSEE is possible for particles only in weakly
bound or physically adsorbed states. Actually the possibility
of such a mechanism has been confirmed in studying the
desorption of Xe115 and Kr72 from the (110) face of W. The
threshold for appearance of desorption of these atoms corre-
sponded to their ionization energy, while the desorption of
ions was not observed, while a strong isotope eifect was ob-
served for Kr. However, a final conclusion on the correct-
ness of this model requires quantitative comparison of its
conclusions with experimental data.

4.2. Multielectron excitations. More universal models
must include complicated multielectron excitations that en-
able transfer of greater energy and a substantially more pro-
longed lifetime of the adsorbed particles in the excited state,
which makes possible a higher efficiency of DSEE. Such
models allow one to explain the simultaneous transfer of sev-
eral electrons between the interacting particles in the pres-
ence of a considerable fraction of an ionic component of the
bond, and also larger thresholds for appearance of DSEE,
which in a number of cases correspond to the excitation en-
ergy of core levels of the atoms.

The first version of such a model was proposed for com-
pounds with maximum valency128'129: the primary electron
or photon creates a vacancy in the core electronic levels of
cations and anions, which decay owing to inter- or intraato-
mic Auger transitions. If the Auger process changes the sign
of the charge of an anion, the latter goes over onto the repul-
sive branch of the Madelung potential curve and acquires the
ability to be desorbed as the result of a Coulomb explosion.
Figure 14 shows a diagram of interatomic Auger decay in
TiO2. Since the valence electrons mainly lie on the oxide
ions, a hole in the Ti (3/>) level can be filled only by interato-
mic Auger decay accompanied by the removal of at least two
electrons from the oxide ion, which imparts a positive charge
to it. Desorption owing to interatomic Auger decay of va-
cancies in the cores of cations can occur only if all the va-
lence electrons of the cations have been transferred to the
anions, i.e., for compounds with the maximum valency. In
the converse case the core vacancies of the cations will decay
with greater efficiency by intraatomic Auger processes. In
treating desorption one must take account of the crystal
structure of the surface. Actually, cations can be desorbed
only in the case in which the change in sign of the charge of

02s

FIG. 14. Diagram of interatomic Auger decay in TiO2.12* /—conduction
band, 2—Auger electrons, 3—Fermi level, 4—valence band.

an individual anion leads to a repulsive force greater than the
binding force of the cation with other unexcited anions.

The removal of electrons from anions requires a certain
energy. In the Auger decay of a vacancy in a core level this is
made possible by the transition of a valence electron to the
core level. The maximum magnitude of the energy released
here is determined by the energy difference between the top
of the valence band and the vacant level (see Fig. 14). This
energy value determines the threshold for appearance of de-
sorption within the framework of the given mechanism.

Ionization of an anion can be treated in two stages: cre-
ation of a neutral, which is weakly bound to the substrate,
and subsequent ionization of this neutral. If, after filling the
core hole, the anion is converted into a neutral, then the
entire energy Em goes into ionizing the neutral:

>/—<f+E, (4.9)

Here /is the ionization potential of the neutral; q> is the work
function of the substrate (if the energy of the primary elec-
tron is transferred to the neutral upon transition to the Fer-
mi level) and E is the kinetic energy of the ion. If creation of
a neutral requires removal of two electrons from the anion,
the energy Em will be spent according to the relationship

Em>Fg + U+(!-<? +E), (4.10)

Here Eg is the width of the forbidden band and U is the
energy of repulsion of the hole. Analysis of the experimental
values of the threshold energies for appearance of DSEE for
systems with an ionic type of bonding shows good agreement
with the predictions of this model.40'57'86'112'128

In the case of a covalent-type bond, in which the bond-
ing is effected by shared electrons, there is no need to bring
about a considerable charge transfer between the interacting
particles by electronic excitation so as to lead to Coulomb
repulsion. To do this it suffices merely to remove the shared
electrons. However, it has turned out that, in the case of a
covalent-type bonding, a mechanism involving excitation of
core levels is more effective than direct excitation of the va-
lence electrons. This results from the fact that the lifetime r
of a two-hole state is two orders of magnitude longer than for
one-hole excited states,148 both because of the considerable
decrease in the dimensions of an atom upon two-hole excita-
tion and because of the electrostatic repulsion of the holes
within the bounds of the restricted allowed energy band.I49

The criterion for localization of a two-hole state that enables
effective desorption in the presence of two-hole correlation is
that the interhole repulsion U should exceed the magnitude
of some effective covalent interaction j/.98-150.'51

Within the framework of this mechanism, the desorp-
tion cross section is written in the following form150

(4.11)

Here Q, is the ionization cross section of the rth core level,/D

is the fraction of the core ionization events that lead via the
Auger process to formation of two holes localized in bound
orbitals; P ( t k ) is the probability that both holes created in
bound orbitals at the instant of time / = 0 will survive to the
time t k required for the particle to move away from the sur-
face to a distance xk that excludes the possible capture of the
particle by the surface. For localized holes the form of the
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expression for P ( t k ) depends of the time and on the param-
eter y^/zU, where z is the coordination number of the lattice.
If y2t/zU< H, then we have

-exp —
:)'

while if y2t /zt7>#, then we have

P-*"&•)''

(4.12)

(4.13)

Here 13 = (4a)4 [ 7r2 (1 — a ) 8 ] , while the value of a is close
to 1/2.

In principle, two-hole localization can result not only
from Auger decay of a core vacancy, but also from Auger
transitions of the type VVV.152 However, such transitions
must be effected at low enough energies of the ionizing radi-
ation and must lead to low thresholds for appearance of
DSEE, which has not been observed experimentally. On the
other hand, even in the case of adsorption systems with a
covalent type of bonding, excitation channels have been real-
ized in a number of cases via formation of core vacan-
cies.67'119 However, until recently the model based on excita-
tion of core vacancies remained incomplete, since it mainly
explained the existence of high values of the energy thresh-
olds for appearance of DSEE, but faced a number of difficul-
ties in explaining the magnitudes of the desorption cross sec-
tions, the energy distribution of the particles, and the isotope
effect. Actually, in the previous model the escape of the ions
from the surface was limited by electron exchange between
the escaping particle and the surface; however, for systems
with an appreciable fraction of an ionic component of bond-
ing, neutralization processes cannot play a substantial role
owing to the lack in such systems of a sufficient number of
free electrons.

This method has been developed further through taking
account of the relaxation of the local field of the surface.40

The fundamental idea of this approach consists in redistribu-
tion of electron density between the adsorbed particle and
the surface as a result of the primary electronic excitation in
such a way that the adsorbed particle becomes either an ion
or a neutral. If a repulsion arises between the ion and the
surface with the energy U( (x

1) > 0, the ion begins to escape
from the surface (Fig. 15).Inthe process of escape of the ion
from the surface, relaxation occurs in the spatial distribution

of electron density in the substrate. Thus an attraction arises
between the ion and the surface with the energy U2(x') <0,
actually determined by the image potential."7 If x is the
distance of the ion from the surface at which the surface field
relaxes, then the kinetic energy E(x') of the ion for x' <x is

£(*') = £/, (*»)-£/.(*'),

Correspondingly the velocity of the ion is

(4.14)

(4.15)

Here x0 is the initial distance of the adparticle from the sur-
face.

If the field relaxes when the ion lies at the distance x
from the surface, the kinetic energy of the ion as x'-> oo is:

E(x, oo) -!/,(*,)— U t ( x ) — U t ( x ) . (4.16)

The condition for desorption of the ion is the inequality

The relationship (4.17) enables one to find xk, the critical
distance of the ion from the surface. Ions that lie at a distance
x < xk at the instant of field relaxation return to the surface,
while ions for which x >;ck leave the surface. The probability
of escape of an ion from the surface can be written in the
form:

(4.18)

The fundamental difference of Eq. (4.18) from (4.3), which
was derived using the model of neutralization of desorbed
ions, consists in the finite integration limit and the indepen-
dence of T on x', which in the given model determines the
lifetime of the surface in the excited state. The independence
of r on x' substantially simplifies the problem, since to calcu-
late P + it suffices to know only the dependences of U\ and U2

onx'.
The current / of desorbed ions that reach the point x

without relaxation of the local field of the surface is deter-
mined by the relationship

Ax'
v(x')

(4.19)

M'-M

FIG. 15. Diagram of the potential energy of an adsorbed particle—surface
system with account taken of relaxation of the local field of the sur-
face.2'-40 (NT'+A"1")—ground state, (M~ + A°)—excited neutral
state, (M+ + A+)—excited ionized state.

Here /„ is the ion current at the initial instant of time. Since
the kinetic energy E(x, oo ) of the ions asx' -> oo is unambigu-
ously associated with x by using (4.16), Eq. (4.19) enables
one to obtain the dependence of the ion current on the ener-
gy-

In contrast to the model in which the desorption of ions
was limited by neutralization, the energy distribution of the
ions in the given case is determined not so much by the prob-
ability of localization of a particle near the equilibrium posi-
tion, i.e., by the vibrational wave function of the adatom,53 as
by the statistical process of relaxation of the local field of the
surface. The introduction of the vibrational wave function to
describe the adatom does not introduce in this case substan-
tial changes in the form of the dependence of the current of
desorbed ions on the energy, owing to a compensation effect:
excitation of a particle closer to the surface leads to a greater
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repulsion of it, and correspondingly it will pass through a
greater path length in the same time. A bell-shaped form of
the energy distribution of the ions in the model of relaxation
of the local field of the surface is possible only if long-lived
excited states (TX 10~'°-10~'2 s) exist at the surface or if
the desorbed particle is weakly attracted to the surface after
relaxation, U2(x') -»0. However, such a situation is incom-
patible with the existence of an isotope effect or with a sharp
dependence of the desorption cross section on the mass of the
ion.21 Therefore the form of the energy distribution is a good
criterion for the applicability of any given desorption model.

If the interaction of the ion with the surface can be de-
scribed within the framework of electrostatics, which is ad-
missible for systems with a considerable fraction of ionic
component of bonding, owing to its localization, the analysis
of DSEE is simplified. The Coulomb character of the repul-
sion of desorbed ions is confirmed by the twofold increase in
the mean kinetic energy of doubly charged ions as compared
with singly charged ones.103

On the basis of the desorption model taking account of
the relaxation of the local field of the surface, it has been
possible for tungsten-oxygen-alkali metal systems to calcu-
late the ratio of the desorption cross sections of the alkali-
metal ions and their energy distributions, which proved to
agree well with experiment, and also to determine the life-
time T of oxygen adatoms in the excited state.21

Desorption of neutrals in this model involves the neu-
tralization of the adparticle owing to electronic excitation
and subsequent exchange repulsion of the electron shells of
the adatom and the atoms of the surface. However, since at
the initial instant of time after electronic excitation the ada-
tom lies in the strong electric field of the surface, then owing
to its polarizability it can be attracted to the surface, which
favors its reionization. Therefore, for the adatom to escape
from the surface, the relaxation of the electron density of the
substrate must occur faster than the adatom can reionize.
Relaxation hinders the reionization of the adatom and in-
creases the exchange repulsion of the adatom from the sur-
face. Since the desorption cross sections of neutrals do not
depend on the mass,21'40'127 while their energy distributions
lie in the region of considerably smaller energies than for
ions,65'121 the reionization of adatoms can be substantial
only at the surface, but not in the process of their escape. By
using this model it has been possible to estimate the probabi-
lities of Auger neutralization of Cs+ ions, reionization of Sc
atoms at positive oxygen ions, and energy distribution of Cs
atoms in the W-O-Cs system.121

The angular dependences of DSEE in this model are
explained as in the former model by the repulsion of particles
after electronic excitation in the direction of their initial
bond. Here, in the case of desorption of ions, the Coulomb
character of their interaction enables one to take account of
the influence on the form of the angular distributions of not
only the image potential, but also of the lifetimes of the excit-
ed states.

Thus the model based on excitation of core vacancies
and taking account of relaxation of the local field of the sur-
face enables one to describe DSEE not only qualitatively, but
quantitatively in adsorption systems in which one can ne-
glect electron exchange between the escaping particles and
the surface.

4.3. Dependence of the DSEE cross section on the con-

centration of adsorbate. It is fundamentally important for
understanding the mechanism of DSEE to study the specif-
ics of the excited state of the system that leads to desorption,
in particular the influence of the localization of the chemo-
sorptive bond and the delocalization of the excitation upon
forming two-dimensional bands in the layer of adsorbate.

The existence of lateral interaction in a submonolayer
of adsorbate leads in a number of cases to the appearance of a
maximum on the concentration dependences of the current
of desorbed ions in the range of 0.25-0.5 of a monolayer.
This dependence has been observed for systems both with
ionic (alkali metals on oxidized tungsten21'40) and covalent
types of bonding (H, O, CO on metals72'101-153-154).

In the presence of phase transitions in the adsorbed lay-
er155 and of reconstruction of the substrate,156-157 the con-
centration dependence is stepwise in character, and is well
correlated with the change in the LEED patterns.156

To establish a distinct connection of the reduced effi-
ciency of desorption with delocalization of excitation in the
adlayer, one must eliminate the possible influence of recon-
struction of the substrate with increasing coverage, and also
simultaneously monitor the thresholds of appearance and
angular and energy distributions of the desorbed ions.158

In contrast to ions, the concentration dependence of the
yield of neutrals indicates a constancy of the desorption
cross section within the limits of a monolayer (see Fig. 9)
and a sharp decrease in their yield at degrees of coverage
greater than 0.8-1.0.21-64'72

The variation of the desorption cross section of ions
with increasing adsorbate concentration can be associated
with several factors—variation in the charge state of an ad-
sorbed particle and in the immediate environment owing to
lateral interaction, existence of a phase transition of the two-
dimensional condensation type, reconstruction of the sub-
strate, and also the occurrence of chemical reactions at the
surface.159-161

If a phase transition leads to formation of islands of
adsorbate, the conditions of electron exchange between an
island and the surface are sharply altered.

In the adsorption of an alkali metal, for example, the
metallization of the islands can substantially decrease the
desorption cross section of ions, either owing to decrease of
the lifetime of excited states of the substrate under the is-
lands,21 or owing to a change in the charge state, and corre-
spondingly, of the terms of the ground and excited states of
the systems.147'158 In the presence of two phases on the sur-
face, the ion current will be proportional to the concentra-
tion TV, of the alkali metal in the atomic phase. At a concen-
tration of alkali metal N<Nk, where Nk is the critical
concentration corresponding to creation of islands, we have
Ar, = TV. That is, only the atomic phase exists. When N>Nk,
both phases coexist on the surface:

(4.20)

Here N2 is the concentration of metal in the islands; jV0 is the
concentration of the metal in the monolayer. Upon substi-
tuting 7V2 = N — TV,, we obtain the dependence of Ar

1 on N
forN>Nk (seeRef. 21):

NK(Na-N)
(4.21)
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Hence the current of desorbed ions must increase linearly
with increasing N up to Nk, and then it declines linearly
upon further increase in covering. Since JVk ~exp( — U0/
kT), where f/is the binding energy of the metal atoms in an
island, with increasing temperature we should expect a dis-
placement of the maximum of the /+ =f(N) relationship
toward the region of higher concentrations.

If island formation on the surface does not occur with
increasing concentration, and the decrease in the cross sec-
tion involves redistribution of the electron density in the re-
gion of the bond or change in the position, form, and popula-
tion of the resonance level of the adatom, then the maximum
of the /+ =f(N) relationship will be displaced with rising
temperature into the region of lower concentrations owing
to weakening of the chemosorptive bond.

In a number of cases conclusions have been drawn on
the generality of the mechanism of DSEE for ions and excit-
ed neutrals on the basis of similarity of the dependences of
the fluxes of excited neutrals and ion currents on the tem-
perature of the substrate and the concentration,82'162 as well
as the similarity of the angular and energy dependences.83

The yield of neutrals in the ground state increases,34'89 while
that of excited neutrals declines with increasing temperature
of the substrate.88'89 The ion yield in systems with ionic
bonding either does not depend on the temperature or de-
clines,122 while it increases in systems with covalent bond-
ing ' with increasing temperature. This again indicates
the possibility of a substantial difference in the mechanisms
of desorption for systems with different types of bonding.

However, for most systems the temperature depen-
dences of the isotope effect,34 and of the desorption cross
section of ions' 63~166 and of neutrals in the ground71'62'89'90'94

and excited states cannot yet serve as a reliable verification
of the discussed models of desorption.

4.4. The role of secondary electrons in DSEE. In princi-
ple, secondary and backscattered electrons can exert a sub-
stantial influence on the process of DSEE. However, their
contribution to the desorption cross-section is not fully
known.

A number of studies have concluded that secondary
electrons play a decisive role in DSEE. In particular, such a
conclusion has been drawn in studying ESD of H+ ions from
the system NH3-NI,l67 and PSD of H+ ions from the system
H2-YbO-Sm.168 However, for PSD substantial differences
were detected in the yield of secondary electrons and of O+

ions from the system O-Cr, and also of H+ ions from the
systems OH-Ti, OH-Cr, and OH-Cu,169 depending on the
energy of the irradiating photons, which indicates a primary
role of the mechanism of direct photoexcitation.

As is known, the efficiency of the yield of secondary
electrons depends nonmonotonically on the energy of the
primary beam. Therefore the presence or absence of a struc-
ture in the dependence of the ion yield on the energy of the
primary beam cannot be a sufficient criterion for distin-
guishing the contribution of primary particles and of second-
ary electrons to the DSEE cross section.

Qualitative estimates can be made to distinguish the
contribution of secondary and backscattered electrons to the
DSEE cross section.

If the mechanism of valence excitation makes possible a
large desorption cross section, we can expect that systems
with very low thresholds for appearance of desorption will

have large desorption cross sections (per unit primary parti-
cle) owing to the large number of secondary electrons with
low energies. Thus the yield of negative ions or neutrals,
which have lower thresholds for appearance as compared
with positive ions, perhaps is caused to greater degree by
secondary effects.

The first attempt to describe quantitatively the contri-
bution of secondary electrons to the desorption cross section
was undertaken recently for the desorption of excited neu-
trals OH* from the system OH-TiO2.

170'171

The procedure of distinguishing the secondary-electron
spectrum by processing the energy dependence of the yield
of OH* enabled establishing the decisive influence of sec-
ondary electrons with energy less than 50 eV on the effi-
ciency of desorption and showing that at higher energies this
contribution becomes insignificant.

The described method is analogous to the procedure of
picking out from the shape of Auger lines features involving
energy losses of electrons, but it is very laborious. However,
taking account of the contribution of secondary electrons to
the desorption cross section bears important information on
the mechanism of excitation of the system and reduces the
ambiguity of interpretation of the experimental results.

5. Application of DSEE to study processes on the surface
of a solid. The considerable progress attained in recent years
in understanding the mechanism of DSEE enables one to use
this phenomenon to obtain varied information on the surface
of a solid and on the processes that occur there. An impor-
tant advantage of DSEE as compared with other methods of
surface diagnostics, in particular, electron spectroscopy, is
that one can use it to analyze the very upper layer of atoms of
a solid, whereas, as a rule, when using electron spectroscopy
it is very difficult to distinguish the information from the
upper layer and from the more deep-lying layers, since the
depth of escape of the electrons being analyzed amounts to
several atomic layers.

The analysis of the kinetics of variation of the concen-
tration of adsorbed particles using DSEE is based on the
proportionality of the ion current /'+ or the flux v of desorbed
neutrals to the concentration N of adsorbed particles:

(5.1)

Here ;'c is the flux of electrons or photons bombarding the
surface. It is considerably easier to carry out the recording of
ions than of neutral particles. Therefore, in the overwhelm-
ing majority of cases ion desorption has been used for surface
analysis.

Fundamentally DSEE can be used to study the kinetics
of desorption and adsorption if one can neglect the rate of
DSEE as compared with the rates of these processes. As a
rule, this condition is easily satisfied if one diminishes the
flux of p-vrticles irradiating the surface and increases the
temperature of the surface or the pressure of the gas being
studied. Then by measuring the ion current in DSEE one can
obtain information on the variation of concentration of ad-
sorbed particles. It is desirable to perform these measure-
ments at a constant temperature of the substrate, since the
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magnitude of Q + depends on the temperature of the sur-
face.51 Moreover, with increasing concentration of chemo-
sorbed particles Q + can substantially decline, usually at de-
grees of coverage greater than 0.3-0.5, owing to lateral
interactions between the adsorbed particles. Such an effect
has been observed for the systems Cs-O-W and Na-O-W,40

Li-O-W,21 O-W,5M53 O-Mo,172 O-Ni and O-Fe,102

CO-W,173 CO-Ni174 CO-Ru,175 and H-W,61 The detailed
mechanism of the influence of lateral interactions on the
magnitude of the ion yield in DSEE is not yet clear. Perhaps
it involves a decrease in the time T of localization of excited
states owing to formation of a two-dimensional energy band
of the adsorbed layer,158 or a change in the form of the terms
of the ground and excited states of the system.21 The latter
factor seems more plausible, since the desorption cross sec-
tion Q of neutrals does not depend on the concentration N of
adsorbed particles,40 and it is difficult to admit a substantial
change in T owing to the electrons of the adsorbed layer in
the presence of a large number of free electrons in the metal.
However, in any case we must bear in mind the possible
dependence Q+ — f ( N ) in performing kinetic measure-
ments of adsorption and desorption by using DSEE. Corre-
spondingly the simplicity of such measurements is restricted
to low concentrations N. The binding energies have been
determined by this method for CC12F2, CH2F2, and C2F6

with tungsten. It was shown that CC12F2 and CH2F2 disso-
ciate on the surface of tungsten, while C2F6 is adsorbed in
molecular form.105

We should especially note the application of DSEE to
study the kinetics of solution of adsorbates in substrates,
since DSEE occurs directly at the surface. However, also in
this case one should take account of a possible dependence of
Q + on the concentration of adsorbed particles. To study the
kinetics of solution of an adsorbate, one must create condi-
tions such that the rate of solution considerably exceeds the
rate of adsorption, thermodesorption, and DSEE. DSEE has
been used to study the kinetics of solution of oxygen in tanta-
lum176 and niobium,177 and of hydrogen in palladium.178 It
was shown for the systems O-Ta and O-Nb that the poten-
tial barrier for transfer of oxygen from the surface into the
first juxtasuperficial layer is considerably smaller than for
the transfer of oxygen from the juxtasuperficial layer into
the next layer, while in the case of palladium—for hydrogen
there is practically no potential barrier for penetration into
the juxtasuperficial layer. Consequently such experiments
enable one to study the potential structure of juxtasuperfi-
cial layers of an adsorbent.

The desorption cross section Q + is very sensitive to the
state of the adsorbed particles and to their displacement in
the direction perpendicular to the surface. Hence DSEE is
successfully used to reveal various adsorbed states of a parti-
cle on a surface and transitions among them.157'179 For ex-
ample, the existence has been found of two states a t and a2

within the limits of the a-state of CO on W that had been
found by the method of thermodesorption spectrometry.179

In desorption by electrons, the a,-state is manifested in the
appearance of a current of CO+ ions, and the «2 state in the
appearance of a current of O+ ions. Intense bombardment of
the adsorbed layer with electrons or heating of the substrate
leads to transition of the carbon monoxide from the a t -state
to the «2-state (Fig. 16), and also to dissociation of the
weakly bound molecules.180 The complex nature of the a-

eoa

FIG. 16. Dependences of the ion currents of CO+ and O+ in DSEE from
an adlayer of CO on tungsten at 100 K on the time of electron irradia-
tion.179

state of CO on W is also indicated by various characteristics
of the desorption of O+, O~, and CO+ ions from this
state.181 An even more complex structure of an adsorbed
layer was revealed for hydrogen on palladium on the basis of
analyzing the time and temperature dependences of the yield
of H+ and H~ ions in DSEE. Four different states of hydro-
gen were found, although by the data of thermodesorption
the layer was rather homogeneous.182

The extreme sensitivity of DSEE to changes in the state
of the adsorbed particles is illustrated by two successively
occupied adsorption states of oxygen with desorption cross
sections of O+ ions differing by a factor of ~ 103. They were
found on Mo,28 W,51 Ta,176 and Nb.177 The first-filled state
corresponds to formation of a chemisorbed layer of atomic
oxygen, and the second to formation of oxide struc-
tures. 183>184 A change in the yield of O+ ions—by a factor of
more than 20—has been observed also as a result of the ther-
mal rearrangement of the (110) surface of Pt in the presence
of oxygen.163

DSEE enables one to reveal the specific forms of inter-
action of particles of differing chemical nature on the surface
of a solid, which can play the role of intermediate states in
heterogeneous catalysis. For example, the DSEE of hydro-
gen adsorbed on tungsten that had been preliminarily satu-
rated with oxygen or carbon monoxide established the exis-
tence of the k-state of hydrogen, which has the extremely
large desorption cross section of ~ 10~16 cm2.125>185 A sharp
increase in the desorption cross section of hydrogen was
found also in the presence of carbon monoxide on palla-
dium.186 Interaction between adsorbed particles also sub-
stantially affects the form of the energy distribution of de-
sorbed ions.187'188 For example, the presence of an impurity
of carbon monoxide in an adsorbed layer of hydrogen on
palladium led to the appearance in the energy distribution of
H+ ions of an extra maximum at higher energy and a shift of
the maximum corresponding to the distribution of H+ ions
in the absence of carbon monoxide by ~ 2 eV toward lower
energies (Fig. 17).

One can use DSEE to study the kinetics of catalytic
heterogeneous reactions. This was demonstrated with the
example of study of the oxidation of carbon monoxide on
rhodium by recording the CO2

+ ions.11'
It is very promising to use DSEE to determine the local-

ization of adsorbed particles on the surface of a solid and the
character of their binding. For example, it has been shown
that the state of oxygen active to DSEE on the (100) face of
W involves oxygen atoms adsorbed atop single W atoms, and
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FIG. 17. Energy distribution of H + ions in DSEE from the surface of
palladium from a saturated adsorbed layer: pure hydrogen (a) and gas
mixture—90% H, + 10% CO (b).188

that the main channel of their excitation in DSEE is the
formation of core vacancies in the (4f + 5p3/2) levels of
W.153 Analysis of the dependences of the yield of H+ ions on
the energy of electrons bombarding the surface in the ad-
sorption of water on the (111) face of Si showed unequivo-
cally that water dissociates on this face at room temperature
to form the states Si-H and Si-O-H.l89 It was possible on the
basis of the temperature and energy dependences for O+

ions to distinguish the molecular and dissociative forms of
adsorption of NO on the (100) face of Pt.190 It was possible
by measuring the thresholds for appearance of a current of
the ions O+, OH+, and H+ in DSEE and comparing them
with the energy-loss spectra of slow electrons (Fig. 18) that
H atoms are selectively bound to Sr atoms in the adsorption
of water on the complex compound SrTiO3, while the OH
radicals are bound to Ti atoms.191

It is especially informative in determining the bond di-
rection of adsorbed particles at a surface and localizing them
with respect to the unit cell of the surface atoms to analyze
the angular distributions of desorbed ions164-192'193 and neu-
trals in the ground and excited states.62'83 The anisotropy of
the angular distributions varies as a function of the tempera-
ture of the substrate and the concentration of adsorbate. Yet,
nevertheless, a correlation of the pattern of the angular dis-
tributions with the symmetry of the adsorption sites on the
surface is always maintained.

In most experiments it is possible to establish a corre-

ESD

£,eV

FIG. 18. Spectrum of energy losses of slow electrons and curves of the
yield of O + , OH + , and H+ ions in DSEE from the surface of SrTiO3 as
functions of the electron energy.19' The arrows indicate the excitation
energies of the corresponding levels.

spondence between the direction of bonding of the adsorbed
particles in the ground state and the angles of escape of the
ions with account taken of the corresponding corrections for
the distortion of the trajectories of the ions near the surface
owing to the effect of the mirror-image forces and the mi-
crorelief of the surface.1361"1-141 In particular, such a corre-
spondence was found for water and ammonia mole-
cules159-160 and a number of hydrocarbon molecules,194"196

as well as for CO molecules on the surface of various mole-
cules.192-197-199

These studies showed that the bonding direction of a
particular molecule with the surface depends very strongly
on the structure and the chemical nature of the substrate.
For example, the CO molecule can "stand" on the substrate,
forming a bond with it through the carbon atom (Ni( 111),
Ru(OOl)174-175), "tilt" its axis toward the plane of the sub-
strate Pd(210)210), and even "lie" on the surface of the sub-
strate, interacting with it through both atoms
(CR(llO)2 0 1). Polar molecules such as NH3 and H2O are
bound in many cases with the surface through the N and O
atoms, respectively. Here the bonding angle of the hydrogen
atoms in the molecules differs appreciably for different sub-
strates as compared with the angle in the free mole-
cules.202-204

A detailed study of the angular distributions of de-
sorbed CO+ ions,192 and also of CO molecules in the
ground62 and excited83 states, revealed a distinct connection
between the angular distributions with the lateral interac-
tions between the particles in the adsorbed layer, which led
to a substantial change in the preferential direction of de-
sorption of the particles. For example, CO molecules on the
(110) face of Ni at degrees of coverage of the surface greater
than 0.75 increased the angle of inclination of the axis with
respect to the normal to the surface by ~20°.198

Very interesting information on lateral interactions in
adsorbed layers has been obtained by analyzing the change
in angular distributions of ions as a function of the presence
on the surface of metals of small amounts of impurities and
defects. It turned out that impurities can substantially alter
the character of binding of adsorbed molecules with the sur-
face of a metal and bring about orientational order.138 For
example, it was shown that the presence of oxygen and bro-
mine on the (110) face of Ag leads to formation of ordered
bonding of H2O molecules to the adlayer. Here bromine
leads to a local ordering of the H2O molecules, and oxygen to
dissociation of the H2O molecules and orientation of the pro-
duced OH particles in certain crystallographic directions.
Here the orientation of the bonds of the hydrogen atoms in
these two cases proves to be different with respect to the
crystal structure of the surface.160'205-206 An even stronger
influence on the angular distribution of H+ ions was found
upon introducing small admixtures of Na 139 and Li207 into
an adsorbed layer of H2O molecules on the (001) face of Ru.
Lithium exerted the strongest action on the properties of the
adsorbed layer of H2O. Hence it is difficult to explain these
effects by purely electrostatic considerations.139-207

Further studies along this line are extremely important
for elucidating the mechanisms of action of promoters and
poisons in heterogeneous catalytic reactions.

It is important in understanding the mechanism of he-
terogeneous catalytic reactions to elucidate the relation
between the properties of adsorbed systems and the exis-
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tence of long- or short-range order in the adsorbed layer. In
principle, such information can be obtained by a joint appli-
cation of the methods of angle-resolved DSEE and low-ener-
gy electron diffraction (LEED). Unfortunately, one can ob-
tain such information relatively rarely, since, as a rule,
LEED does not yield information on the adsorption states
active in DSEE. However, in a number of cases, e.g., in
studying oxides of refractory metals,129'193 one can perform
a joint study of the structure of the surface by the DSEE and
LEED methods. The joint use of these methods allowed re-
moving the ambiguity of interpretation of LEED patterns
and establishing the existence on the surface of two different
structures of WO3 (111) and WO3 (100) and of domains
arising on the surface owing to incompletely formed ox-
ide.123 Such experiments show the expedience of joint appli-
cation of DSEE and LEED to identify "extra" spots involv-
ing structural breakdown of a layer, since, in contrast to
LEED, the study of the structure of a surface by the angle-
resolved DSEE method does not require maintenance of
long-range order in the layer. Therefore this method enables
one to obtain unique information on adsorption at defects
and on disordered adsorption systems that cannot be ob-
tained by the LEED method.

Moreover, we can conclude from the already existing
data on DSEE that, in a number of cases on the monocrystal-
line faces of metals having a high degree of symmetry, the
preferred adsorption sites can be sites of low degree of sym-
metry. One must bear this in mind in building models of
adsorption from LEED data.

6. Conclusion. The experimental material presented in
this review convincingly indicates that DSEE currently is
already a powerful method for analyzing solid surfaces and
processes occurring there. In a number of cases it permits
gaining information inaccessible by other methods of sur-
face diagnostics.

The existing models of DSEE as yet describe this phe-
nomenon only in general features and include rather many
arbitrary parameters required for reconciling the results of
calculation with the experimental data. Quantum-mechani-
cal calculations have been performed only "schematically
within the framework of very restricted situations and are
yet far from being applied to describe concrete experimental
systems. The further development of the theory of DSEE
primarily requires a harmonized account being taken of the
different limiting stages of this complex process and of their
dependence on the electronic structure of the substrate and
the particles being desorbed. Therefore studies of DSEE
jointly with other methods of surface diagnostics, especially
electron spectroscopy, are currently acquiring great value.

The development of the theory of DSEE will enable ex-
panding the possibilities of the DSEE method for analyzing
surfaces of solids and will make possible the scientific foun-
dations for prognosis and control of the radiation stability of
adsorbed and film coatings with respect to excitation of their
electronic subsystems. Many difficulties still lie along this
pathway. However, certain rather general ideas on the radi-
ation stability of the surface of a solid can be expressed on the
basis of the currently existing views on the mechanism of
DSEE. Since the direct excitation of valence electrons has a
short lifetime, the fundamental pathway of primary electron
excitation that leads to displacement of the nuclei is the exci-
tation of the core electrons. Correspondingly, the simplest

recommendation on the choice of radiation-stable systems
consists in using elements with an ionization energy of the
inner levels greater than the energy of the ionizing radiation
or with an energy insufficient to bring about Auger pro-
cesses. However, on the one hand, such a pathway restricts
the energy level of the ionizing radiation, and on the other
hand, it is little effective in the presence, e.g., of multiphoton
processes.

A more universal way to increase the radiation stability
of the surface of materials is to decrease the probability of
displacement of the nuclei to interatomic distances owing to
relaxation of electronic excitations. However, the practical
realization of this method can face difficulties in principle,
especially in the presence of different channels of excitation
that lead to desorption of ions and neutrals and to relaxation
of electronic excitations in several stages. In this case the
closing of one desorption channel can increase the desorp-
tion through others. For example, as has been shown, for
adsorption systems with an appreciable fraction of the ionic
component of bonding, the probability of desorption of ions
decreases as the relaxation of the electronic excitations of the
substrate becomes faster, while the probability of desorption
of neutrals decreases as this relaxation becomes slower.
Usually the desorption cross sections of neutrals are greater
than those for desorption of ions. Therefore, to increase the
radiation stability of the surface one must first seek ways to
suppress the desorption of neutrals. The existence of neutral-
ization of ions and reionization of neutrals during their mo-
tion can substantially complicate the relaxation of electronic
excitations, and correspondingly, the prognosis of radiation
stability of a surface upon exciting the electronic subsystem.

The excitation of the electronic subsystem in semicon-
ductors and dielectrics leads to creation and transformation
of bulk point defects.208 Here the major role in forming them
is played by the appearance of Coulomb instability owing to
redistribution of the electron density between the interacting
particles.209 Actually the energy of neutrals is considerably
smaller than the energy of ions. Correspondingly, in the for-
mation of bulk radiation defects the role of ions is more im-
portant than that of neutrals. Therefore, to increase the radi-
ation stability of the bulk of a material one must decrease the
lifetime of electronic excitations. Understandably, the radi-
ation stability of semiconductors must be generally greater
than for dielectrics, owing to shorter relaxation times of elec-
tronic excitations. In the case of metals one should not ex-
pect substantial formation of defects upon exciting the elec-
tronic subsystem.
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